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Giolitti tried in vain to get the ban put on him by the
Popolari removed, and sent his favourite envoy, the prefect
Lusignoli, to the Vatican. The Genoa conference was about
to begin, and somehow or other a government had to be
formed. The Popolari., who had cold-shouldered Giolitti,
agreed to join a ministry formed by his lieutenant, Facta.
This took a form very different from that envisaged by the
Gelli resolution, and included right-wing elements^ such as
De Capitani and Riccio, of whom the latter was to be the
fascist intermediary in the new cabinet. Thus the crisis,
which had been engineered so as to bring in a government
' further to the left', had the opposite effect. Mussolini's
coup had succeeded ; he had staved off a democratic coalition,
socialist support of the government., in short a stronger
ministry, which as he clearly realized could have made an
end of the fascists. The long crisis, the equivocation of the
socialists, the Popolari3s ostentatious show of power and their
rallying to support the Facta solution., all served further to
discredit the parliamentary system. The country looked on
amazed at the antics of the various parties and their leaders
and could make nothing of them. The nationalists took the
opportunity to demonstrate in Rome, Bologna and Florence,
in front of military headquarters, shouting : * We want a
dictatorship ! Down with parliament.'
The sort of truce—only by comparison—which lasted as
long as the Genoa conference, barely served to hide the fact
that the parliamentary crisis was having an increasingly
serious effect on the country. Chiefly under the influence
of the National Syndicate of Railwaymen there arose in the
working-class movement a c Labour Alliance * (Alleanza del
Lavoro), covering all syndical bodies, headed by the General
Confederation of Labour. The formation of this e united
front' put fresh courage in the workers and might have had
a decisive effect. But though indispensable it was not suffi-
cient. It was exclusively syndica^ and as such all it could
do was to proclaim on a national scale one of those general
strikes of protest which broke out after every fascist outrage.
But as it could organize neither street warfare, nor the legal
conquest of power, it proved as ineffective as the workers'
political parties. Moreover party differences were aggra-

